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By Jon McDonald

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. This work of contemporary
woman s fiction also delights as a humorous murder mystery filled with women undone - women in
love - and women vs. women. Heiress Bella Harrington-Crenshaw Found Murdered - That was the
shocking headline that rocked the quiet and complacent Santa Fe social scene. And one of their
own just might have been the murderer. What rancor could have caused one of these sweet, mild
tempered ladies to commit such an atrocious act? Or were there other unknown forces at work?
International spies, senatorial murder, blackmail, art theft, hidden identities, and a masquerading
drag queen, all humorously complicate a simple resolution to this tangled mystery. Cast of Women
Characters: Bella Harrington-Crenshaw: Newly arrived to the Santa Fe scene from back east - she
brings money, manipulation, and mystery. But what are the secrets that keep her attorneys so
busy? Connye Andreatos: A leading doyenne and a woman in love, she becomes a woman undone
by the scheming Bella - or does she? Sonora Livingston-Bundt: Connye s long time arch rival and
also a woman in...
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It can be writter in straightforward words and phrases and never di icult to understand. I realized this
ebook from my dad and i advised this ebook to learn.
-- Zula  Ha yes-- Zula  Ha yes

Comprehensive information for book fans. It is one of the most amazing book i actually have read. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Yoshiko O kuneva-- Yoshiko O kuneva
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